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A Survivor’s Workbook

Applying the Primary Identity Approach
for the Healing of DID
3rd Edition, Revised
Order online at rcm-usa.org or call 540-249-1027

Free Domestic Shipping
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RCM’s DID Training Series
Presenter: Diane W. Hawkins
Module 1 (7 CDs: $40; 4 DVDs: $55)
The Survivor’s Journey
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Diane's Story: What is Wrong with Me?
Diane’s Story: Becoming Whole
The Importance of God on the Journey
How to Have a Real Relationship with God
The Importance of Survivor Education
Motivation and Perseverence
Sarah’s Story: Using New Insights to
Accelerate Healing

Module 2 (4 CDs: $25; 2 DVDs: $30)
Dynamics of DID
•
•
•
•

Module 3 (5 CDs: $30; 3 DVDs: $50)
Primary Identity Approach
to Healing DID Updated September 2015

4th Edition
Manual (Only)

•
•
•
•
•

259 pages

$40
This manual is intended to
accompany the full training
available by this title in
CD, DVD, & MP3 formats.

The DID System: Alter-Identities
The DID System: Primary Identities
The Dissociative Process
The Healing Process
Restoring the Original Self

Module 4 (8 CDs: $55; 4 DVDs: $70)
Ritual Abuse and Spiritual Warfare
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quantity discounts
available for groups.

Those who purchased
previous editions of
the RTS training series
can call 540-249-1027
to order updated
editions for half-price.

(included with all three formats
of the complete RTS Set)

Types and Levels of Brokenness
Diagnostic Symptoms
Understanding Traumatic Memory
Healing Traumatic Memory

History of Luciferianism
Updated and
Ritual Abuse Dynamics I
Expanded Edition
Ritual Abuse Dynamics II
August 2016
Spiritual Warfare Dynamics I
Spiritual Warfare Dynamics II
Spiritual Warfare Dynamics III
Prenatal Healing
Overview of the Healing Journey

DVD Video Format (4 Modules with Manual - 13 DVDs) $215
CD Audio Format (4 Modules with Manual - 24 CDs) $165
MP3-CD Audio Format

(4 Modules with Manual - 1 MP3-CD)

$95

This CD requires an mp3-CD-player

Diane’s Story (1 DVD-$15; 2-CDs-$12) Selection from Module 1
Prenatal Healing (1 DVD) $17 Selection from Module 4
The Primary Identity Approach Simplified (1 DVD) $8.50 (See pg. 3.)
The Primary Identity Approach Demonstrated (1 DVD) $17 (See pg. 3.)

Free Domestic Shipping

RCM Partners receive 20% discount on products on this page.
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Further Training Resources
RCM Partners receive 20% discount on products on this page.

Free Domestic Shipping

A Survivor’s Workbook
Applying the Primary Identity Approach
for the Healing of DID
3rd Edition, Revised
We believe that this is one of our most valuable resources in bringing
healing to those with DID. It guides survivors through the Primary Identity
Approach in step-by-step exercises to understand their systems and then
to identify and resolve the intolerable psychological conflicts that keep their
dissociation in place.
This workbook is taught by Diane Hawkins in our Survivors’ School of
Healing, which is offered online four times a year. The school is open to survivors,
counselors, and support people.
(127 Pages) $25

An Advanced Survivors’ School of Healing is also offered in two parts:
• Part A: In a group setting Diane gives individual help to survivors where they
are stuck applying the Primary Identity Approach.
• Part B: Diane teaches the basic dynamics needed to understand the path
to victory over ritual abuse.

The Primary Identity Approach

Simplified
This DVD presents an abbreviated version of the Primary Identity
Approach, which includes only the most important parts. It may
help counselors and survivors be able to understand, remember,
and apply it more readily.
Diane Hawkins (1 DVD) - $8.50

The Primary Identity Approach

Demonstrated
Diane conducts a live ministry session in which she talks to a
survivor about her primary identities, takes an inventory of
possible intolerable conflicts causing dissociation in her life, and
then focuses in on resolving one of them, using the steps outlined
in the Primary Identity Approach.
Diane Hawkins (1 DVD) - $17

-------- See attached addendum for the 2022 current updated schedule. -------Online Training Webinars

RCM DID Training (RDT) Program
Level I
Level II
Level III

Survivors’ Schools of Healing
Basic
Advanced: Part A
Advanced: Part B

Webinar-1: Dynamics of DID
Webinar-2: Understanding Primary Identities
Webinar-3: Bringing Healing to DID
Webinar-4: Spiritual Warfare Dynamics I
Webinar-5: Spiritual Warfare Dynamics II

More are being added to this webpage:
Online Training Webinars
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Spiritual Warfare Resources
RCM Partners receive 20% discount on these products.

(Single CDs - $7.00)

The Power of the Free Will
in Spiritual Warfare

POWER:
God’s Vs. Satan’s
Diane compares the power of
Almighty God, represented in
the Holy Trinity, with that of
Satan’s counterfeits.

Diane describes God’s absolute
respect of man’s free will and its
key role in applying the work of the
Cross to set a person free from
spiritual bond age as well as how God
prioritizes the free will of conflicting
persons and parts.

Spiritual Freedom Through
Renunciations

Ancestral Bondage
Diane explains the dynamics of
generational inheritances and curses
and various types of generational
covenants and how to gain freedom
from these bondages.

Diane explains how renunciations
provide “the word of our testimony,”
spoken of in Revelation 12:11
to overcome the enemy.

Beyond Normal Spiritual Warfare
For ritual abuse survivors and others in major spiritual bondage,
one must be able to address more than just demons. Higherlevel cosmic beings need to be handled differently as well as
those with a human component, such as Nephilim, Rephaim,
and familial spirits. This CD set looks at all of these and how to
deal with them effectively.
Diane Hawkins (2 CDs) - $15

Spiritual Warfare I

Spiritual Warfare II

This online, recorded 2.5-hour webinar
covers the following subjects:

This online, recorded 2.5-hour webinar
covers the following subjects:

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Demons vs. Cosmic Beings
Generational Inheritances
Ungodly Relationship Bonds
Free Will Bonds
The Role of Renunciations

Cosmic Hierarchy

Setting people free from spiritual bondages
Appealing to the Father for special dispensations of grace
Knowing the limits of our spiritual authority
Safeguards in spiritual warfare
Handling threats and intimidation

A New Understanding of the Angelic Realm by Tom Hawkins

In ministering to individuals held in bondage by the kingdom of darkness, Dr. Hawkins was awakened to the need
to distinguish higher-level angelic entities (which he calls “cosmic beings”) from demons. This led him to make an
extensive re-examination of the biblical data on this subject, which he shares in this teaching series.
DVD
Video

(3-DVDs) $50

(6-CDs) $35
CD
Audio

Cosmic Hierarchy Manual
These are Tom’s original, 82-pg Bible study notes accompanying his initial (2007) Cosmic Hierarchy CD set. He passed away
two months after recording the updated DVDs and CDs and was
unable to update the study notes.
(84-Pg book) - $20

Free Domestic Shipping
Please contact us if you are unable to afford any of our resources.
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Other CDs by Diane Hawkins
(Single CDs - $7.00)

Introductory Dynamics of DID
Who Are the
Shattered in Soul?
An introduction to
understanding DID and
the need for ministry to
this population.

Becoming Whole:
What Do I Need to
Get There?

A Word to Pastors
Helps pastors understand
DID and the challenges it
presents within the church.

Diane describes the three
important factors contributing
to her healing: her relationship to
God, education, and perseverance.

Spiritual Growth
God’s Revelation in Scripture & Ministry

Connecting to the
Mind of Christ

Diane traces how God has revealed Himself and His
messages to mankind throughout Scripture. She then
articulates the provision He has made for New Testament
believers to receive revelation today through the Holy
Spirit, which serves a valuable role in ministering to
trauma survivors.
(2 CDs) - $12

Th Goal Before Us: God’s
The
U
Ultimate Plan for Mankind
Presents God’s ultimate
plan for His children in
eternity and how He uses
the challenges of this life to
prepare us for the degree of
intimacy He desires to have
with us then.

The Cross & Human
Suffering
An intensive look at the
crucifixion in the context of
understanding the place of
human suffering in God’s
overall plan for man, Satan,
and redemption.

Diane addresses the question of how
all believers can connect to the mind
of Christ and experience greater
insight and revelation from God.

Experiencing More
of God NOW

The Cross, Forgiveness,
& Spiritual Freedom

This message is a companion
message to The Goal Before
Us: God’s Ultimate Plan for
Mankind focusing on walking
in the fullness of all that God
makes available to us even
before we reach heaven.

Why, God?

Describes the power of the
Cross in restoring a shamefree image to survivors of
abuse and in setting them
free from three types of
spiritual bondage.

Anger, Hate, & Forgiveness

Diane shares her own
experience of seeking
answers from God to
reconcile His love and
power with the horrible
abuse He allowed her to
suffer.

Diane describes her struggles
to understand and address
the rage in her life as a result
of her abuse, leading to an
extensive biblical study of
anger, hate and forgiveness.

Inner Healing
W Am I Not Getting Healed?
Why

Trauma Recovery Through
Conflict Resolution

Diane describes numerous reasons
why some survivors are not finding
healing from their DID.

Describes how identifying and resolving
the intolerable conflicts precipitated by a
specific trauma can bring healing from its
ongoing effects even in non-DID persons.

Support Issues
Prenatal Healing

Describes many of the dynamics resulting
from childhood trauma and dissociation
as well as the ways that other individuals and churches can provide support to
these wounded people in a wise manner
as they walk the journey to healing.

Explains a systematic way in which
God’s revelation can be used to expose
and bring healing to the prenatal roots
of many spiritual bondages and emotional wounds incurred before birth.

Marital Issues
Preventing Shattered
Marriage
Tom and Diane Hawkins present
selected lectures and discussions from
their couples’ retreats, which specifically
address the marital issues of those living
with DID.
Tom & Diane Hawkins (15-CDs) $65

Singles from Preventing Shattered Marriages
DID in Marriage: Scourge or Treasure? (single CD - $7)
Diane’s message challenges couples living with DID to see God’s
purpose in their marriages.
Sexual Intimacy in DID Marriage (single CD - $7)
In three separate messages Tom and Diane approach this sensitive
and important subject from both a practical and biblical perspective.
Emotional Synchronization in Communication (single CD - $7)
Tom and Diane teach and demonstrate through role plays how
learning to enter into the other person’s emotional state improves
communication and relationship.
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Helpful Ministry Tools
RCM Partners receive 20% discount.

Ministry Guides
by Diane Hawkins
Complete Set of All Guides - $100
(Cardstock sheets in individual plastic
sleeves in a 3-ring binder)

The individually laminated guides in the sets below are designed
to encapsulate specific ministry points or procedures to help
counselors in their ministry sessions.

Primary Identity Approach

Spiritual Warfare

Sold only as a Set (12 guides - $24.00)

Individual guides - $3 (Set of 10 - $20.00)

• Two Parts of the Identity System

• The Binding and Separating Prayer

• Main Primary Identities

• Breaking Ungodly Relationship Bonds
• Breaking Generational Inheritances

• Perpetrator-Connected Primary Identity

(Set of 4 - $10)

• Other Primary Identities

• What to Do When under Spiritual Attack

• Questions for Identifying Primary Identities

• Types of Spiritual Entities

• Understanding Intolerable Conflicts

• Daily Prayer for Spiritual Protection

• Identifying Intolerable Conflicts

• Daily Prayer for Ritual Abuse Survivors
and Prayer for the Unsaved

• Questions for Identifying Intolerable Conflicts
• Resolving Intolerable Conflicts
• The DID Healing Process

Ritual Abuse

• Understanding Presentation Styles

Sold only as a Set (Set of 9 - $18.00)

• Identifying a Presenting System

• Ritual Abuse Healing Overview
• Luciferian Timeline Summary

Working with Identities

• Levels of Ritual Abuse and Programming

Individual guides - $3 (Set of 5 - $10.00)

• Programming/Spiritual Control Removal

• Dealing with Protectors

• Spiritual Warfare Guide to Spiritual Entities

• Dealing with Shields

• Spiritual Dimensions

• Dealing with Cult-Connected Identities

• Ancestral Bondages

• Dealing with Synthetics
• Finding the Original Self

Prenatal Healing Process
(Set of 9 guides & 9 renunciations) -

Counseling Issues

•

Individual guides - $3 (Set of 2 - $5.00)
• How Do I Know My Memories are Real?
• Dealing with Anger

$27.00

This set provides step-by-step instructions for
utilizing RCM’s Prenatal Healing Process along
with 9 renunciations often needed.

Please contact us if you are unable to afford any of our resources.
rcm-usa.org

FREE Domestic Shipping
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Other Helpful Resources
Multiple Identities
Understanding and Supporting the Severely Abused
3rd Edition - 2009

Previously published as Supporting Ritual Abuse Survivors, this updated and
expanded edition is designed to bring understanding and support to survivors of
severe childhood abuse, especially those who suffer from Dissociative Identity
Disorder (DID) as a result of sexual or ritual abuse.
Covering a wide range of topics, including trust, dissociation, memory, conflict,
emotions, self-harm, and spiritual warfare, the book concludes with three
appendices providing a glossary of terms, a list of types of alter-identities, and a
Satanic calendar.

How Protected Are You?
This booklet is a separately printed version of Chapter
13 of Multiple Identities. It is an extensive Biblical study
of the character traits represented by the various pieces
of the spiritual armor described in Ephesians 6:11-17,
which are critically important to be developed in order
to provide protection in spiritual warfare. (43-Pgs) - $6

Diane Hawkins
(232-Pg book) - $25

Judgments & Bitterness

Messages from My Super Special Daddy

by Dr. Karl & Charlotte Lehman

by Diane Hawkins

Dr. Karl and CharloƩe Lehman have
teamed up as a psychiatrist and a
pastoral counselor to address the
issue from an experienƟal and
pracƟcal perspecƟve. While the
material is available on their
website, we have received their
permission to provide hard
copies for those who prefer a
booklet format.
$5

Messages taken from Scripture
and designed particularly for
those who have had absent or
abusive fathers; yet the poignant
words and promises apply to all
of God’s children.
$3.50

Close-Out Special
Broken Little Girl (artwork) - $17.50 > $10
An unmaƩed, full-sized, signed and numbered,
16” x 20,” four-color press reproducƟon of the
original, mixed-media painƟng and poem depicƟng
a liƩle girl with DID by Linda Price.

Remember that Partners receive a 20% discount on RCM products.
RCM Partners are monthly donors of any amount to the ministry and those who give $500 or more/year.
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Restoration in Christ Ministries
PO Box 479, Grottoes, VA 24441-0479
540-249-1027
Fax: 540-249-9716
Email: rcmoffice@rcm-usa.org

Order online at rcm-usa.org
(*RCM Partners are monthly donors of any amount to the
ministry and those who give $500 or more a year.)

Free Brochures

Published Editions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A newsletter
designed to
educate, inspire,
and empower
survivors.

July 2011
Oct 2011
March 2012
July 2012
September 2012
February 2013
July 2013
February 2014
August 2014
January 2015
June 2015
February 2016
December 2016
September 2017

RCM Partners* receive 20% discount on
products produced by RCM.

•
•
•
•
•

Introducing Restoration in Christ Ministries
Perspectives for Therapists and Pastors
The Impact of Abuse
Call for Intercessors and Prayer Warriors
Our Founder

FREE CD Missing Keys & Hidden Strongholds

Free Downloads Online

Introducing the Reality of DID to the Church
This message is one we would like to spread widely,
especially to those who minister to the wounded.
Listen and pass it on. We’ll send you a new supply.
Sheila is the phone voice of RCM and currently
serves as our Ministry Assistant. As a healed survivor,
she has an “earned authority” to speak on this subject
and its impact on the Body of Christ.

Please contact us if you are unable to afford any of our resources.

rcm-usa.org

Prayers

Foundational Renunciations
Beneficial for Everyone and EssenƟal for Ritual Abuse Survivors

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Satan’s Counterfeit Religious System Renunciation
Kundalini/False Holy Spirit Renunciation
Prayer of Release for Freemasons and their Descendants
Freemasonry/Kundalini Renunciation-Addendum
Kundalini Enlightenment
Breaking the Lewis Curse
Eastern Star Renunciation
Prayer of Release for Roman Catholics and their Descendants
Angel of Light Renunciation
Breaking Ungodly Relationship Bonds
Breaking Ungodly Generational Inheritances
Fantasy Role Playing Games Renunciation
Spirit of Death Renunciation
Yoga Renunciation
Acupuncture Renunciation

Renunciations for Ritual Abuse Survivors
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Breaking Generational Bargains/Barters
Breaking an Ancestral Dedication
Restoring a Stolen or Sold Birthright
Breaking a Conception Ritual
Breaking Satanic Holiday Rituals
Generic Ritual/Covenant Renunciation
Breaking an Ungodly Spiritual Marriage Covenant
Breaking an Ancestral Special Purpose Covenant
Renunciation and Affirmation for Survivors

•
•
•
•
•
•

Binding and Separation Prayer
Daily Prayer for Spiritual Protection of Self, Home,
and Family for Non-Ministry Leaders
Daily Prayer for Spiritual Protection over Self, Home,
and Ministry for Ministry Leaders
Daily Protection Prayer for Ritual Abuse Survivors
Prayer for the Unsaved
Prayer When under Attack

Articles
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Primary Identity Approach Overview
Prenatal Healing Process
Encountering Alters in Ministry
Distinguishing Demons and Alters
The Power of the Free Will in Spiritual Warfare
How Free Will Bonds and DID Can Complicate Deliverance
What the Devil Cannot Do
The Danger of Christian Yoga
God’s Communication and Revelation to Man
A Review of Sarah J. Thiessen’s Book:
Splankna: The Redemption of Energy Healing for the Kingdom of God

Also find...
 Ministry Information
Frequently Asked Questions
 Glossary
Getting Started Recommendations
 Article Series
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